The combustion light gas gun (CLGG) uses a low molecular weight gas as the propellant to burn, expand and propel the projectile out of the barrel with higher muzzle velocities. In order to better understand the interior ballistic process of CLGG, an multidimensional combustion and flow model for CLGG is established. It contains unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, the RNG k-ε two equation turbulence models, and the Eddy-Dissipation Model (EDM) of combustion. Simulation of the interior ballistic process of CLGG is carried out with a propellant of hydrogen and oxygen mixture charged at a particular initial condition. Results show that the spherical front flames spread from the ignition points which divide the flow field as burned and unburned regions in the initial period and expand to the whole flow field subsequently. The filling error of propellants in the chamber will affect the interior ballistic performance, but the impact is relatively small.
Introduction
At present, it is difficult to further improve the performance of conventional guns using the solid propellant. In order to enhance the capabilities of tube weapon, especially the muzzle velocity, many new concept guns have been studied in the world using different kinds of energy resource, such as liquid propellant gun, electrothermal gun and electromagnetic gun. We find that the combustion of solid and liquid propellants produces hot gases with similar components which limit the muzzle velocity of the projectile due to relatively high average molecular weight. Seigel pointed out that if the high muzzle velocity is desired (above 4500 m/s), the choice of the propellant is restricted to either heated hydrogen or heated helium which have low molecular weight at high temperature (Krier and Summerfield, 1979) . Therefore, decreasing the molecular weight of the gas in the chamber is a significant method to achieve a higher muzzle velocity in the advanced gun technology research based on chemical energy propulsion. A new species of tube weapon called the combustion light gas gun (CLGG) meets the demand.
A combustion light gas gun uses a low molecular weight combustible gas, such as hydrogen mixed with oxygen, as the propellant. The interior ballistic process for the new concept launching principle can be simply concluded as follows: firstly, the projectile is loaded between the forward end of the gun chamber and the barrel, and then the gun chamber forms a confined space. After carrying out the projectile loading action, the cryogenic temperature fluids, i.e. hydrogen and oxygen propellants, are fed rapidly into the combustion chamber in a liquid or near liquid state using cryogenic feed system before firing. The cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen change to gaseous propellants in the chamber after flowing into the combustion chamber and form the gas mixture in the end. At firing, the gases are ignited by an electrical or laser system. When the mix approaches the ignition point, the reaction increases rapidly and the energy releases due to combustion increasing the pressure in the combustion chamber. When the pressure is sufficiently high, the projectile is accelerated by the expansion of hot gases to the muzzle of the exit tube with higher efficiency relative to the solid propellant. The concept has been validated by laboratory experiments and a higher muzzle velocity has been achieved. The principle scheme of CLGG is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . Schematics of a combustion light gas gun
In fact, the concept of using a column of a low molecular gas to accelerate the projectile was applied in light gas guns (LGG) 50 years ago (Crozier and Hume, 1957) . The two-stage light-gas guns are developed subsequently to accelerate projectiles up to 9-10 km/s for studies of exterior and terminal ballistics or impact experiments (Angrilli et al., 2003; Munson and May, 1976) . In order to further improve the muzzle velocity, the electrothermal light gas gun (ELGG) has been developed which uses electric energy to heat the hydrogen gas in the bore and achieves higher performance than the conventional LGG (Tidman and Massey, 1993) . However, the hydrogen gas used in these new species of guns just plays a role of transmission of energy rather than combustion. Actually, hydrogen energy from combustion has been extensively used in many areas (Dunn, 2002) , especially in the liquid rocket engines in space program since it has the best energy-to-weight ratio of any fuel (Sutton, 1992; Yeralan et al., 2001 ). In recent years, the concern for cleaner air has aroused the interest in hydrogen as a vehicular fuel. The hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engines (HICEs) have shown the outstanding characteristics of near-zero emissions and efficiencies in excess of conventional gasoline-fueled ICEs (White et al., 2006) . The technology of CLGGs using hydrogen and oxygen as propellants presented here is the latest way of hydrogen application and will promote the performance of guns significantly.
The CLGG has been studied for over ten years (Kruczynski and Massey, 2007) . It has been confirmed that the technology provides a minimum of 30% more muzzle energy than advanced solid propellant guns, which implies significant advantages in the firing range and projectile weight. The 16mm CLGG program was firstly conducted by GT Devices and General Dynamics Corp. Previous testing with a 16 mm CLGG achieved launching 2 gram projectile up to 4200 m/s with a hydrogen-oxygen-helium mixture, and 3800 k/s with methane-oxygen-helium mixtures. The 45mm caliber CLGG program began in 1994 and all tests firings have been conducted by Utron Inc. At present its 155mm CLGG has been set up and the firing tests have occurred. The interior ballistic study of CLGG has been carried out gradually in recent years by numerical methods. Liu and Zhang (2011) established a quasi-dimensional interior ballistic model of CLGG which assumed the space in the chamber to be composed of the burned region and the unburned region. Deng et al. (2013) analyzed the influence of the ignition process and the initial condition on interior ballistic characteristics of CLGG by the CFD method.
In the design and development of CLGG, an increase in the interior ballistic prediction capabilities can improve the CLGG hardware reliability and reduce the design and development costs related to experimental activities and firing tests. Both these targets require accurate modeling and numerical simulation as well as reasonable physical understanding of the complex interior ballistics launching phenomenon, which characterize the CLGG behavior and performance during the entire interior ballistic period. This paper is devoted to present the results of the interior ballistics modeling and numerical simulation of CLGG by means of unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, RNG k-ε two equation turbulence models, and the Eddy-Dissipation Model (EDM) of combustion.
Model of interior ballistics

Basic assumptions
The CLGG is focused on providing high velocity projectile launch. It breaks with the traditional solid propellant technology. The combustion process of the premixed gases of the CLGG is complicated. In order to describe the combustion process in the chamber using a mathematical model, the following basic assumptions are proposed for the CLGG system.
(1) The combustion chamber is sealed and no mass leaks during ballistic cycle.
(2) Geometry of the combustion chamber is axisymmetric.
(3) The ignition process is ignored but some energy around the ignition points is taken into acount.
(4) The projectile moves down the barrel under the propulsion of base pressure until it reaches the starting pressure.
(5) The mixing time-scale of hydrogen and oxygen propellants is much larger than the reaction one.
Governing equations
The combustion and flow process in the chamber is a three dimensional unsteady problem. The governing equations for chemically reacting viscous flows are the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with chemical source terms for the mixture composed of gaseous propellant species, which are given as follows: -continuity equation
-species equations
where ρ is the total density, u is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, T is the temperature, e is the total energy per unit mass, c i is the volume concentration of species i, F is the external force source, S h is the energy source, s i is the mass production rate of species i due to chemical reactions, k ef f is the thermal conductivity which is determined by
where k l is the thermal conductivity of the mixture in laminar flow, Pr is the Prandtl constant with a value of 0.71-0.75.
Turbulence model
Turbulence directly affects the mixing and the combustion process in CLGG. Adequate prediction of turbulence behaviour is necessary for better understanding the CLGG performance. The RNG k-ε turbulence model derived by Yakhot and Orszag (1986) based on the Renormalization Group theory has been developed to study a number of complex flows. It yields excellent results in cases where the standard k-ε model predictions are unsatisfactory. The RNG k-ε model follows the two-equation framework of the turbulent kinetic energy equation and the turbulent energy dissipation rate equation which could be formulated as
where the model constants are given as C ε1 = 1.42, C ε2 = 1.68. P k is the turbulence production due to viscous forces, which is modeled using
P kb and P εb represent the influence of the buoyancy forces, which are described below. The buoyancy production term P kb is given as
where C 3 is the dissipation coefficient, C 3 = 1. The turbulence viscosity µ t could be expressed as follows
where k is the turbulence kinetic energy, ε is the turbulence energy dissipation rate, and C µ is the empirical coefficient with the value of 0.0845.
EDM combustion model
The eddy dissipation model (EDM) is based on the concept that the chemical reaction rate is fast relative to the transport processes, i.e. mixing rates, in the flow. When reactants mix at the molecular level, they instantaneously form products and there is no kinetic control of the reaction process. In turbulent flows, this mixing time is dominated by the eddy properties and the rate is proportional to the mixing time defined by the turbulent kinetic energy k and dissipation ε
where w f u is the average fuel burning rate, Y f u , Y ox and Y pr are average concentrations of the fuel, oxidizer and combustion products, respectively, α and β are adjustable parameters.
Auxiliary equations
The auxiliary equations are comprised of the equation of motion of the projectile and the equation of gas state.
The equation of projectile motion can be written as
where m p is the projectile mass, v p is the projectile velocity, A 0 is the projectile base area, p d is the projectile base pressure, ϕ p is the projectile motion coefficient of second work. The pressure in the chamber is much higher than that in normal industrial conditions. Therefore, the ideal gas equation is not suitable for the CLGG interior ballistic model. The Abel-Noble equation is applied in the paper, which is widely used in traditional solid propellant guns
where α is the covolume.
Boundary condition and numerical method
For the transient combustion and flow problem, the appropriate initial and boundary conditions that reflect the real physical phenomenon are significant for numerical simulation. For this case, it is supposed that the gaseous propellants are well mixed before firing in the chamber with initial pressure p 0 and temperature T 0 , as well as chamber volume V 0 . Boundary conditions used in the simulation include no slip boundary for solid walls and moving boundary for the base face of the projectile after moving. The moving grids technique is used in the model to deal with the projectile movement. The governing equations are discretized using an element-based finite volume method. An implicit second order accurate upwind finite volume scheme is used for convection terms while the implicit second order backward Euler scheme for the transient terms. The shape functions following the standard finite element approach are applied for all the diffusion terms.
Results and discussions
Verification of the simulation results
The experimental data of 45mm smooth bore CLGG has been used to compare with the simulation results in order to verify the ability of the model to predict the combustion of gaseous propellants and the main performances of the interior ballistics (Kruczynski and Massey, 2007) . The experimental parameters are listed in Table 1 . Similar to most of the interior ballistics considerations, we supposed that the ignition occurs when the mixture temperature reaches a specified ignition value by heating the gas along the chamber axis. The simulation results of the muzzle velocity and the maximal pressure at the chamber compared with the reference results are listed in Table 2 . The numerical and measured pressure history at the breech end is also shown in Fig. 2 where the experimental curve is shifted to approximately match the time of the calculated maximum pressure, i.e. about 6 ms. Overall, good agreement has been achieved between the model predictions and experimental measurements. We can observe that both the experimental and computed curves present some pressure waves which should be paid special attention to in order to avoid uncontrollable combustion in the chamber. The histories of projectile velocity and oxygen mass fraction are also shown in Figs. 3a and 3b , respectively. It can be observed in Fig. 3b that the oxygen mass fraction is about 0.045 until the projectile reaches the muzzle, i.e. 7.9% of charged oxygen is not burnt. This phenomenon will be demonstrated in the next Section. Figure 4 shows the axial pressure distribution curves in the bore at different times where the endpoints of the curves form the base pressure as a function of the projectile displacement. The pressure difference between the breech end and the projectile base is observed in Fig. 4 , and this difference becomes flat after the pressure reaches its peak value. Figure 5 shows the temperature contours of the gun chamber. The spherical front flame spread from the five ignition points placed on the axis. Therefore, the flow field is divided into burned and unburned regions clearly by the front flame. At about 4.3 ms, the five independent burned regions begin to get in touch with each other and merge into an integral one later. It is interesting to note that the five high temperature cores in the chamber move down the tube following the gas flow after the projectile movement. The O 2 -H 2 mixture is filled in the chamber as the propellant rich with hydrogen in order to decrease the average molecular weight and to sufficiently cool the bore surface. Therefore, the oxygen quantity that participates in combustion determines the total chemical energy released during a ballistic cycle and affects the muzzle velocity of the projectile. The oxygen mass fraction distributions at different times are shown in Fig. 6 . Same as that seen in Fig. 5 , spherical burned regions are clearly visible around the ignition points. The oxygen quantity in the chamber decreases gradually as the burned regions expand until the oxygen burns out in most region of the field. It is important to note that there is still a certain amount of oxygen remained at the breech region until the exit of the projectile through the muzzle. This is considered to be due to weak turbulence at the breech end which leads to incomplete combustion of oxygen using the EDM model. Figure 7 represents the pressure contours in the chamber. The pressure waves with small amplitude are observed before the pressure increasing to the peak value, whereas the pressure waves disappears subsequently and the pressure decreases gradually from the breech end towards the projectile base after the maximum pressure. We can observe the distribution uniformity of pressure with time in the chamber which is also shown in Fig. 4 where the pressure distributions on the axis are plotted at different times.
Effects of parametric variations on the interior ballistic performance
Effect of the propellant components ratio
In order to analyze the effect of the propellant components ratio on the interior ballistic performance, we change the initial amount of hydrogen and remain the chemical energy constant. As hydrogen is rich in the chamber, it means that the amount of oxygen should remain constant. The mixture could be written as nH 2 + O 2 + 2He, and we calculate three cases taking the ratio value n of 4, 8 and 12. The increasing amount of hydrogen raises the initial pressure in the chamber which enhances the maximum pressure and muzzle velocity of the projectile as presented in Figs. 8a and 8b . However, it should be noticed that the temperature significantly decreases as the amount of hydrogen increases in the chamber, as shown in Fig. 8c . It is also worthwhile to point out that for the increasing amount of hydrogen, a longer ignition time is required with the same ignition energy. 
Effect of the filling accuracy
In the light of previous research, it has been found that one of the key technologies of CLGG is the filling accuracy control of gaseous propellants. In order to investigate the effect of filling error on the ballistic performance, we repeat the previous calculation while varying the initial amount of oxygen. We calculate the case with oxygen mass relatively increased by 10%. A comparison of pressure curves between the case with the filling error and the accurate one is shown in Fig. 9a . It can be seen that the increasing of the amount of oxygen increases the pressure raising rate while the other components remain constant. The maximum pressure increases slightly from 229 MPa to 230 MPa, i.e. relatively increased by 0.4%. Meanwhile, the muzzle velocity shown in Fig. 9b varies from 1706 m/s to 1740 m/s, i.e. increased by 2% due to the additional oxygen filled in the chamber. Thus, the filling error of propellants in the chamber affects the interior ballistic performance, but the amplitudes are relatively small.
Conclusions
The development of CLGG aims at providing a long range fire support such as deep strike and effective shore support, other than laboratory instruments. This paper developed a 3D combustion and flow model to study the complex interior ballistic process of CLGG. The numerical simulations based on the CFD method have shown the ability of the model to predict and analyze the main internal ballistics launching phenomenon, which provides a new approach to support and validate the experimental effort. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:
• Good agreement between the predicted and experimental results is obtained except for the ignition process which is of significant interest for future studies.
• The spherical front flames spread from the ignition points which divide the flow field into burned and unburned regions in the initial period and expand to the whole flow field subsequently. This phenomenon may help one to develop the quasi-dimensional interior ballistic model of CLGG.
• The increasing amount of hydrogen enhances the initial pressure, maximum pressure and muzzle velocity of the projectile, while the temperature significantly decreases in the process.
• The filling error of propellants in the chamber affects the interior ballistic performance, but the impact is relatively small.
